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Novel 
Bank/Financial/Insurance 
digital marketing 
radicalizations
Recognizing Customer’s prevailing point-of-view is the key for the 
upcoming decade!!!

Solving the customer’s problem is the be-all-and-end-all priority of any marketeer. Either during or out of
pandemic times, the customer-needs, requiring to be tackled by BFSI marketeers in the upcoming decade
may altogether shift dynamically. The priority would now be reaching out to Customers wherever they
are to deliver their preferred financial services and products. Particularly speaking, numerous small
businesses now are facing wired issues such as sudden financial strains, want of specific type of credits
etc. Hence, it is critical that marketeers keep themselves updated on latest news and change their
strategies based on the ground level difficulties faced by customers. One of the basic marketing best
practices suggest undertaking customer surveys in so forth possible ways to get to the bottom of the
problems they are facing. Based on such surveys, marketeers will be able to work their way up to put in
place clear cut strategies.
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In unprecedented pandemics times, Banks, Financials
and Insurers the world over are seriously considering
hinging and altering their marketing strategies
towards digitizations. For instance, numerous banks
have already started shifting to Chatbots, social
media and the likes as pilot reach-out platforms to
customers in a great way.

Ameex take - global shift to 
out and out digital marketing
Bankers, Financials and Insurers are radically 
rethinking on how they reach out to customers!!!

1. Create digital, multi-device content that your customers can relate

The key lies in creating content accessible to customers and prospects across platforms!!!

The COVID-19 pandemic has compelled every single individual on the earth to rely more on the likes of
mobility devices and internet based online channels, even for elementary shopping needs. This is making
both specific customers or businesses being more preferred than others. Banking and financial marketing
experts have time and again reiterated that this pattern is here to stay for a long time to come. Hence,
focusing on strong, communicative digital content readily available online across multiple devices such as
messaging through smart phone, promotional emails have become rather mandatory. Online content
creation makes things easier for Banks and Financial enterprises who are finding it tough to relate to
customers and structure relationships. The intent is to build “your product/service story” effectively online
through convincing and interesting, content conveying for ‘value for their money edge’ provided.

2. Use all possible digital platforms for branding

The key lies in creating content accessible to customers and prospects across platforms!!!

Online has become the ‘in-thing’ and mostly the ‘only-thing’ for Bankers, Insurers and Financers to reach
out to customers. Marketeers will hence have to be flexible enough to try out all possible digital platforms
to reach out to target customers. Managers will have to build their branding strategies based on the choice
of online digital devices used by customers. The intent should be to consistently reach out to customers
readily through whatever channel or device they use to communicate with the Enterprise. Be it mobile
apps, social media, websites, or any promotional content Enterprises must build consistent brand
strategies based on individual customer preference, independent of digital channels.

3. Piece out Customer brackets

Set yourself apart from competition!!!

The finest of marketing exercises experts recommend the world over is to segment customers based on 
their unique profiles.  Global Enterprises generally cater to several buyer identities on a regular basis.  
Further, at the onset of a pandemic scenario, it is vital to segment customers based on more intricate 
aspects rather than generic demographics aspects.   Such intricate parameters for segmenting customers 
include focusing on struggling businesses due to prevailing global market standstills, economy in pricing 
because of increasing global unemployment states etc.
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4. Intimating customers on product and service updates

Hello there! we’re here!!! 

Under extraordinarily difficult pandemic times, issues with even basic commutation, and logistics are extra
prevalent. Marketeers would have to totally rely on out-of-the-box digital solutions to reach out on time to
target customers. Every elementary alteration you make in the way you undertake business must be
properly, systematically conveyed to every single customer. Be it changes in new product offerings, special
credit services, business timings; every single detail should be clearly conveyed to customers for
maintaining good customer experiences. Customers can be innately made prepared to fine-tune their
hopes from your business without upsetting them.

5. Content relevance– the real crusader

Customer’s exact responses to specific queries solves it all!!!

The COVID-19 pandemic has made a hero out of ‘content marketing’. To make your content the real
superhero that can convert your sales, it is essential to pay keen attention on key customer
answers/words, for those specific questions and provide relevant answers. Subsequently your content
must mandatorily be built around these key answers from customers. This exercise will greatly help in
driving in customers to your content site, thereby augmenting customer and sales conversions.

6. Using the power of CX to attract customers

Greatest ever delightful touchpoints for customers and prospects!!!

Using digital tools to create seamless Customer Experiences (CX) has long been an integral part of robust
brand marketing strategies. It does not really matter on the type of digital channel being used. Chatbots
through mobility devices, website Chatbots, Emails, SMS, Newsletters etc., anything that can create a
seamless experience for the customer can easily convert your sales as well. Enterprises the world over are
looking at direct consumer sales as the only sales conversion choice. The online platform created can be
anything in the form of a website coupled with a seamless CX that can be easily used by every customer.
The focus of this CX should be to enable customers to perform an end-to-end self-service of what they buy
from Enterprises, without any confusion or doubts about the online buying process. Aspects that
Enterprises should keenly eye on is easy navigability and clear instructions within the CX tool so that
customers can easily place their orders.

7. Visitor data is way too vital!!!

Catch them even before they come!!!

All visitors to company websites do not necessarily make a purchase.  However, marketing experts give a 
lot of weightage to staying in touch base with such customers.  Touch base can be through free sign-up 
offers for potential customer email lists, offers of credit points, freebies while they share their opinions etc.  
The key point that such touch bases offer, is a basis for following up with them consistently so that they can 
expectantly be converted as customers at a point of time.
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8. Apply Digital Analytics and AI tools

Enterprises have long started leveraging on digital analytics and AI tools to probe best possible direct
marketing options for their businesses. Dynamic, digitally oriented Enterprises have found huge marketing
success through insights provided by analytics and AI tools. Leveraging on data collected pertaining to
sales, website visits, surveys and other metrics, Banking and financial firms have built successful marketing
prototypes. These prototypes once successful are put to real-time use leveraging more resources.

Ameex pioneered website traffic augment marketing success story 

Ameex team of technocrats intended to provide engaging personalized digital experience in the website of 
a leading financial group.  Ameex experts came up with a personalization solution that increased website 
performance and traffic by 150%.

• Drupal 8 migration

• Average CX/UX

• Nil personalization

• Constant dependency of 

marketing team on 

Development team every time 

for page building

• Website revamp based on 

latest technology architecture

• Empowered, self-serviced 

marketing team

• Drupal 8 migration

• Acquia lift 4 rule 

personalization and User 

categorization

• Over 50% reduced website 

build time

• Over 150% website visitor 

increase

• 90% session increase

• Drastically reduced bounce 

rate

The issue Ameex Solution Ameex led huge business impact
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